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______Experiences______ 

Palacio Santa Cristina    
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Culture  
 

 

 

Private tours: lead by one of our multilingual History teachers, 
tours will get close to the history and secret places of UNESCO World 
Heritage towns (Cáceres, Trujillo, Mérida, Guadalupe o Yuste), step 
into private temples and palaces to live a unique and unforgettable 
experience. Dive deep into Extremadura history, the Land of 
Conquerors. And during the trip, enjoy some “tapas” at the most 
popular bars in every town and feel the charm of locals around. 

Duration: 1 town, 3 - 4Hr / 2 towns combined, half day 
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Nature 
 

Bull fighting farm: private visit to the largest and most important bull 
fighting breeding farm of the world, an opportunity to discover the 
mysteries of breeding this fantastic animal and to learn how fighting bulls 
live. A great experience in pure nature and livestock traditional scenarios.   

Duration: half day 
 

Birdwatching: private visit with professional guides and optic material to 
Monfragüe National Park, one of the most important spots in the world to 
watch raptors and many other protected species of bird.   

Duration: 6 hr / 8hr 
 

 

Iberian Pig farm: private visit to a “dehesa” where these special pigs 
breed surrounded by centenary cork and holm oaks. Learn about genetics 
and behavior of this particular animal in their environment. Also, learn how 
the “iberico” ham is prepared and dryed, and of course, get to taste it 
together with a glass of wine!  

Duration: 3/4Hr  

Wildlife safaris: private visits with professional guides and optic material 
to watch some red deer, mouflon, fallow deer and wildboar, a very exciting 
experience that will leave unforgettable memories of nature.   

Duration: 4 hr  
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Sports  

 
Horseriding: a great way to enjoy our nature, from a horse that allows 
discovering wild landscapes.  We also have horses for first timers and 
beginners. Longer rides under request.   
Duration: from 2hrs 

  

Bicycles: riding a bicycle is the healthiest way to enjoy our property while 
making some exercise. Smooth plains along our impressive “dehesa” or 
stiff hills by one of the many rivers that cross the farm, up to the rider. 
Traditional bikes or modern electric mountain bikes.    

Duration: 1 day 

Quads: from to enjoy speed at challenging tracks or just take an easy ride 
and admire the Nature around our property, finding amazing spots where 
few people have been before. Longer rides under request.   

Duration: from 2 hrs  
 

 

4x4 ride: discover the wildest untouched land in Spain enjoying at one of 
our cars and get lost in the nature, discover secret places and enjoy our 
most private safari ride. 

Duration: from 2 hrs  

Golf, tennis and paddle tennis available nearby, please check with us. 
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Food & Leisure 
 

 
Outdoor meals: experience our African style meals under a centenary 
tree or at the top of the hill, watching breathtaking views of the “dehesa” 
while tasting the best Spanish cuisine and experiencing top service from 
the house.    

 

Cooking lessons: enjoy with your friends or family a private cooking 
lesson and learn how to cook main Spanish dishes. Classes of all levels and 
special courses available, either at the house or at cooking school.    

Duration: from 3 hrs 

 

Vineyard visit: discover a fine vineyard, walk by the vines and enjoy a 
final tasting with all their wines near the barrels instructed by a sommelier. 
Visits also available to cheese and olive oil farms    

Duration: 3/4Hr  

 

Balloon ride: experience the great adventure of flying in a balloon and 
discover great views of the wild nature. Flights over old towns nearby 
(Trujillo and Caceres) also available. 

Duration: 3/4Hr  

Atrio: lunch or dinner at a top 2** Michelin restaurant in Spain with one of 
the best wine cellars in the world, yearly awarded. It´s a must!


